Instruction level parallelism (ILP) is a generally accepted means to speed up the execution of both scientific and non-scientific programs. Compilation techniques for ILP are in a sense "general-purpose" in that they do not depend on these source program characteristics. In this paper we investigate what can be gained by ILP techniques that are specialized for scientific code in the form of nested loop programs. This regular program form allows us to apply well-known techniques taken from the theory of loop transformation. We present a compilation algorithm based on both standard and non-standard transformations to increase fine-grained parallelism for software pipelining, to reduce communication overhead by integrated functional unit assignment and to minianize memory traffic by maximizing data reusability between adjacent computations. We present first results which show impressive speedups compared to conventionally software-pipelined code. Our investigations are based on the limited connectivity VLIW architectural model which is a realistic (= realizable) VLIW machine made up of multiple clusters with private register files.
Introduction
A VLIW (Very Long Instruction Word) architecture consists of several functional units which synchronously execute different operations in parallel. Application programs take advantage of such an architecture by specific compilation techniques which exploit fine-grained parallelism and apply scheduling techniques on the instruction level (Instruction Level Parallelism, ILP) .
Ideally, the functional units (FUs) of a VLIW processor are connected to a common register memory that can supply two data operands and perform one write operation per functional unit in each cycle. Practically, there are technological restrictions: To the best of our knowledge, there are no technologies for building register banks with a large number of ports (e.g. > 16) that do not suffer a severe performance degradation compared to RAMs with a small number of ports. For this reason, all commercial VLIW-like machines (e.g. Multiflow TRACE, Intel i860, IBM System 6000) have been built using multiple register files with a limited number of ports. Each register file is connected only to a subset of the functional units.
[CDN92] uses the term "Limited Connectivity VLIW (LC-VLIW)" to characterize these architectures. In the Multiflow TRACE [CNO+87] these register/FU partitions are called "clusters". Communication between the clusters is achieved by special communication busses. Fig. 1 shows a LC-VLIW consisting of 3 clusters that are connected by a cyclic communication bus (other topologies are possible). In the past few years much work has been done in the field of compilat!on techniques for VLIW machines. The same is true for supersealar machines which from the compiler's point of view are very similar. Important research topics were local and global scheduling techniques, and the scheduling of cyclic control structures (software pipelining). Rau and Fisher give an excellent survey over this work [RF93] .
Most publications put emphasis on the fact that the VLIW model does not require special source code characteristics. VLIW compilation can exploit instruction level parallelism for any source program whereas other parallel architecture models (e.g. vector machines) depend on certain source program forms (e.g. nested DO loops). In other words, VLIW architectures are suitable for the parallel execution of both scientific and non-scientific application programs. This fact lead to the development of compilation techniques for VLIW machines which are in a sense "general-purpose". Specific VLIW techniques for scientific code have received much less attention.
In this paper we investigate how VLIW compilation can benefit from scientific source code. We present VLIW code generation techniques for nested loop programs. This program form is frequently used in scientific code. Nested loop programs promise the following advantages for the VLIW compilation process: -Data dependences can (to a great extend) be analyzed during compilation time.
Hence, there is no need for pessimistic assumptions limiting the scheduling freedom. -There is a well-understood transformation theory for nested loop programs.
These transformations have been developed e.g. in the area of vectorization, for systolic array compilation, for massively parallel systems, and for the optimization of data locality and cache memory access. We propose to use these standard loop transformations to increase the instruction level parallelism for VLIW machines and to reduce the memory traffic (and code size) by replacing memory accesses (and address computations) by inter-cluster register communication. Regular data access patterns known at compile time offer new possibilities for functional unit assignment to minimize the costs of inter-cluster communication.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces nested loop programs and the transformation theory developed for these programs. In Sect. 3 and 4 we propose a compilation technique for nested loop programs for VLIW machines. This technique will use a series of standard and non-standard loop transformation steps that convert the source program to a form that supports highly optimizing VLIW code generation:
-Transformation to a loop nest with a dependence free innermost loop.
-
Cluster Assignment for whole iteration points. This avoids inter-cluster data communication in the code for the innermost loop body. If this assignment leads to an insufficient utilization of the cluster resources, a mapping from many iteration points to one cluster can be generated.
Moving data dependences to the loop directly enclosing the innermost loop. This enables reuse of data kept in registers, thus reducing the amount of expensive memory access. -Load balancing to compensate the different work load due to memory accesses in "outer" iteration points and register usage in "inner" points.
Sect. 5 shows the first results of our investigations by comparing the code pro-, duced by our transformation technique for some standard example programs to conventionally software pipelined code. The SRP loop transformations will be introduced by applying them to an ideal and normalized example loop nest. Loop bounds are constant or linear functions of outer loop variables. This property ensures a convex loop iteration domain. Each instance of the inner loop body can be identified with the iteration vector iv = (h,'",l.). li denotes the specific value of the loop variable belonging to loop Li. Dependences between statements in different iterations can be characterized by distance vectors d = (all,..., dn) = iv2 -iv1. In a loop nest all distance vectors d are lexicographically nonnegative and form the columns of the dependence matrix D. Dependent computations have to remain in the original sequential order. Therefore a transformation is legal only if all transformed distance vectors dt E Dt remain nonnegative. Reversal can be achieved by using the matrix Tr which is the identity matrix where the i-th element on the main diagonal is -1. This matrix reverses the i-th loop in the nest. The reversed loop runs from the negative upper bound (-ubi) to the negative lower bound (-lbi) of the former loop Li. The transformed dependence matrix and the resulting loop nest are shown in Fig. 3. (,:) L2: for j'= -5 to-1 by 1 do T~= 0 1 So : J = -J'; Dm~ = T~ 9 D = Sa:
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Fig. 3. Prograzn after reversal transformation
Skewing adds to an inner loop variable an multiple value of an outer loop variable. The transformation matrix is the identity matrix with a single constant value in the lower left triangle e.g. ti,k(i > k). Loop variable lk is skewed by the value ti,k. li. In the transformed example loop nest( Fig. 4 ) there are no dependences between iterations with equal j~ (cf. Fig. 2 ). Skewing doesn't change the execution order of the statement part, so this transformation is always legal.
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Fig. 5. Program after permutation
Compiling Nested Loops for LC-VLIWs
In conventional VLIW-compilation source code is first translated to machine code and then scheduled for the given machine. The schedule is computed solely on the basis of the operation dependency graph. We exploit the regular structure of nested loop programs to map whole iteration points onto one cluster and then refine the assignment by mapping machine instructions to the functional units of the cluster. The quality of both mappings can be drastically enhanced by the application of well known loop transformations to the given loop nest. Tt(us the problem to determine a high quality mapping becomes a transformation selection problem. Starting with a presentation of a model capturing properties of the loop nest, we proceed by giving descriptions of essential stepping-stones encountered during the selection process. We illustrate the transformations by incrementally applying them to a well known example loop nest. Data reuse, parallelism and resource utilization are discussed. The transformation will consist of a series of simple steps dedicated to the aspects mentioned above. Fig. 6 shows the sequence of transformation steps applied to a loop nest. The first four steps determine transformations represented by full permutability ,] data reuse parallelism ,[ utilization load balance appropriate matrices and will be denoted by Tip, Tlo~, T~oa,~ and T~tih respectively. Due to the restriction to SRP-transformations matrices Typ up to T~ave will be unimodular, whereas Tutd may be not unimodular.
Step 5 provides a row vector trot causing clusters to execute identical instruction sequences. The whole transformation is represented by the product r, ot 9 T~til . T~a~e 9 Tzoc 9 Tip.
Assignment of Iterations to Clusters
Prior to the discussion of single selection steps we introduce the notion of a cluster assignment mapping whole loop iterations to clusters. Properties of this mapping will be fully exploited in Sect. 4 but they already impose restrictions on the transformation selection for data reuse. The assignment mapping provides the basis for reuse of operands in subsequent iterations. If both the generation and the use of one value take place on the same cluster, reuse is possible without any extra effort. If two different clusters are involved, a series of register-register transfers will be issued on clusters in-between source and destination. Due to small entries in dependence vectors, the distance to be covered is usually very small, most often a single hop is sufficient. Because all clusters are identical, only distances and directions are of interest here. This simplifies the piecewise linear function which captures the assignment resulting from the transformation phase and is given in (1). C(i) = (r~o, 9 T. i) modc = (rro~" T~,il" T~,a~e. Tzo~" Tjp i) rood c (1) Function C maps each iteration i to exactly one of the c clusters of the machine.
Modeling dependences of the loop nest
We will use a straight-forward extension of the commonly used dependence matrix to guide the transformation selection phase tailored to instruction level parallelism. For a nest of n loops the extended dependence matrix D E M(Z, n, m) is built of two submatrices Dw and DR, arranged as D = (Dw IDR). Submatrix Dw includes dependence vectors imposing a certain execution order on iterations, submatrix DR includes somewhat artificial dependences indicating a common read between iterations. Vectors from DR do not impose any restrictions on the execution order of iterations but are crucial to the reuse optimization of read only operands.
Transformation selection
Transforming for full permutability: The task of the first phase is to provide a canonical form of the given loop nest, the fully permutable nest (fp-nest for short). 9 The dependence matrix of a fp-nest does not contain any negative entries and hence allows to permute the nesting of loops arbitrarily. It is also the starting point for Nonnegativity in DR is of no importance, as each vector in DR can be turned into a nonnegative vector multiplying it by -1. This is trivially legal, because there is no difference, whether a value is first used in a computation ca and then in a computation c2 or vice versa. The restriction of det(T/p) to 1 or -1 is due to the use of SRP-transformations. The example given in Fig. 7 will accompany all stages of compilation and is the well known Horner loop (cf. Hence T/v = Iz, denoting the identity matrix of dimension 2. We now focus on transformations tailoring the loop nest to the specific machine model sketched in Transforming for Data-Reuse: Load and store instructions belong to the most expensive instructions of architectures available nowadays. They involve peripheral memory operating at lower rates than the CPU. As the gap between memory access time and CPU cycle time widens, techniques minimizing memory access receive additional importance, even for architectures using fast cache-memories. Values produced in one iteration and required during subsequent iterations can be reused without a memory fetch if involved iterations differ only in the parallel and the innermost sequential loop components. This observation is easily translated into properties of dependence vectors. For operands to be reused, there must be at most two nonzero entries in the components of dependence vectors describing the flow of data. Hence we are looking for a transformation matrix ~o~ maximizing function reuse (Tzo~, D) in (2), capturing the reuse of operands: Ttoc-dh(d~ . ., ,~-2) 0}l
(2)
Due to the fact that nonzero components of dependence vectors have to appear in the same rows of the transformed dependence matrix, the problem to find an optimal reuse transformation becomes intractable.
The above observation leads to a simple heuristic algorithm. We want to gather nonzero components in a minimum number of rows. Therefore we apply a variant of the Gaussian-elimination algorithm, producing additional zero components in the dependence matrix and keeping the loop nest fully permutable. As it is welt known from linear algebra, the number of nonzero rows in the resulting dependence matrix will be equal to the dimensionality of the vector space spanned by a maximal set of linear independent dependence vectors. Due to this property, we can not expect to reuse all data in the general case as tong as we can not reduce the dimensionality. Preprocessing the loop nest with reorder and distribution transformations may yield this desired effect but is beyond the scope of this paper. The algorithm is a straight-forward formulation of the given explanation. If the dependence vectors do not span the entire iteration space we move zero rows outermost, because they do not exhibit reuse. An explanation of substep 3 is postponed to the related Sect. 4. This algorithm was inspired by techniques presented in [Fea92], where the Gaussian elimination is applied to optimize data distribution for distributed memory computers, which obviously is a closely related problem. There is no reuse to gain in our example. As is easily seen, the dependence vectors in Dw are linear independent and no SRP transformation can exist, making them span a one dimensional space only. The innermost row is detected to be the critical one and therefore permuted into row n -1 = 1. Thus Tloc is a simple permutation matrix, exchanging the two rows of the dependence matrix D.
Transforming for Parallelism: To operate clusters in parallel at least one loop must be a parallel one. From the viewpoint of data reuse one parallel loop is already enough. More levels of parallelism are equivalent to more loops without dependences (otherwise there would be no parallelism), thus inhibiting data reuse between neighboring iterations of parallel loops. The parallelism will be generated using a wavefront transformation comprising SRP-transformations only. The following observation provides the basis for this transformation:
Loop i of a nest (L1, 9 .., Ln) with depth n can be executed in parallel r (dl,...,di-1)>0 V di=0 (3) Condition (3) expresses that a dependence has to exist either in a level j < i or in a level j > i, but there must be no dependence on the i-th level.
As we want to exploit the fine-grained parallelism at the instruction level by a VLIW-machine, the innermost loop of the nest must be a parallel one. Because we are interested in just one level of parallelism, we have to satisfy condition (3) for the case of i = n. Therefore we have to guarantee that all column vectors constituting the transformed dependence matrix satisfy the special case of (3) given in (4).
Vj E {1,...,m},dj = (dl,...,d=): (dl,...,dn-1) > 0
Having the fp-nest, the parallelizing transformation is constructed as a sequence of less than n skewing transformations T/S,n and one final permutation transformation TP_l,n. The matrix depicted in (5) Twave :" ;;..'i;;] n-l,n" 1,n" 2,n"" n-l,n (5) 11...111| 00...010/ Applying Twave to an arbitrary fp-nest yields a new fp-nest with at least one level of parallelism in the innermost loop. T,~ave first makes the components of dependence vectors in the n-th level nonzero and than exchanges the two innermost loops. The property of full permutability assures dij _> 0 for all i, j. Also there always exists at least one i such that di,j > 0, otherwise the zero-vector representing a selfdependent computation would be included in the dependence matrix, contradicting the sequential computation order. Hence we have (~in__l dij) > 0 Vj E {1,..., m}.
The above wavefront scheme is applicable to generate up to n -1 levels of par-' allelism, as is often the case for systolic array compilation [MF86] by adjusting the final permutation transformation appropriately. For j < n levels of parallelism rows n and j must be exchanged. The matrix given in (5) works for all fp-nests but introduces redundancy for fp-nests with dense rows. In practice, we reduce the number of necessary skewing-transformations using the greedy-algorithm sketched below:
algorithm Determine_T~ave : ,...,m}: (dl,j,...,d,-2,j,dn,j) 
Transforming for Resource-Utilization
The main problem we face here is to provide enough useful machine instructions to finish up with a stream of large instruction words that is as dense as possible.
Its execution makes the best possible use of the assumed machine. The transformation step for improved resource-utilization evaluates information provided by a preliminary schedule to derive further transformations increasing the code density. We need to know the portion of the time slots for functional units not yet filled with useful instructions. A function provided by the scheduler module is aware of empty slots and provides the desired nonnegative value e. Unrolling adjacent iterations places them onto the same cluster, provides multiple instruction sequences to execute and promises to fill the empty slots. The number of empty slots e we can fill using this approach heavily depends on the dependences existing between unrolled iterations. If we unroll dependent iterations, we can not expect their machine instructions to result in dense, long instruction words, because they have to be placed in subsequent time slots obeying execution order restrictions. From the number e and the schedule length l we derive the parameter of the unroll-transformation by u := [l_--te]. As we have already made the innermost loop a parallel loop that trivially is free of dependences, we unroll exactly u of its iterations and end up with multiple instruction sequences being independent. Two iterations i = (il,...,in) and j = (jl,... ,jn) now belong to the same iteration if [ik/ukJ = [jk/ukJ Vk e {1, ..., n} (6) Using matrix notation, we arrange the numbers uk on the diagonal of a square matrix and get the matrix Tutit introduced in (1). For nontrivial unrolling at least one of the uk is not 1 and therefore I-I~=l 1/ukk ---det(Tu~d) may not be 1. Here we leave the set of unimodular transformations. As we are interested in unrolling the innermost and parallel loop only, we immediately have ui = 1 Vi E {1,..., n-1} and complete the construction of the factor Tutii by setting u,~ = u. Fig. 10 depicts 1-1  -I  "  I  "  I  -I  -I  -I  -I  -I :~,X,X,X,~',f l.y l~. ~k. lj ljj_y2~t_l merge==~ , ZZZZZZZ: I  "  I  "  I  -I  "  I  -I  -I  -I -I Fig, 10 , Merging two adjacent iterations of the parallel loop an unrolling of the innermost Horner loop by factor 2. Unrolling means merging adjacent iterations along the innermost parallel loop and reduces the iteration space by the unroll factor. Our approach is a variant of loop quantization [Nic88] with the restriction to unroll the innermost loop only. Unrolling the innermost loop seems to be a severe restriction at first. But as loop nest of depth two are the most common ones, unrolling the paratlelized loop onto clusters and software-pipeling the innermost loop of the remaining nest performs very well in the average case. (SeeSect. 5 for early results).
Code Generation
This section deals with the problem of code generation for the transformed nest. The first task is to compute the source level code of the transformed nest. Computing bounds having applied SRP-transformations is easy and exhaustively treated in [WL91b], for example. The decomposition into convex subspaees is more difficult but possible using the algorithms presented in [A]91], which are more powerful than necessary here. Finally, problems specific to the machine code level are discussed and supplements necessary to make the final code work properly are presented.
Computing the transformed nest: To generate the transformed loop nest, algorithms generating a loop nest after tiling transformations and generating loop bounds from a set of inequalities are used. They are given in [AI91] and not discussed here. We have to extract the inequalities from the transformed loop bounds and additional inequalities bounding the rectangular subspaces for the cluster mapping. The latter ones can be computed, given the number of clusters utilized and the number of iterations merged to one node. As the final result on source level we get a loop nest of depth n -I-1. The additional loop is used to cover the two dimensional iteration space with the rectangular tiles. The remaining loops control higher dimensions of the iteration space. Fig. 11 shows Inserting startup and finalization code: The loop bounds of the transformed nest usually constitute a polytope of arbitrary shape. To cover the points in the polytope by an effective computation of our LC-VLIW, we need to isolate areas of rectangular shape and sufficient parallelism. Therefore, the iteration space of the loops has to be decomposed into disjoint subspaces which can be processed separately. This decomposition requires an additional precaution to run properly. Fig. 12 depicts a typical subspace-decomposition. Because the LC-VLIW model does not have any mechanism to disable some of its clusters for "certain iterations, areas with varying parallelism have to be cut off. The resulting iteration space is of rectangular shape and therefore very well suited for the assumed machine. As data reuse cut off I L_ increasing parallelism rectangular subspace Fig. 12 . Iteration space decomposition the figure already indicates, additional instructions have to be inserted between separated iteration spaces. The sequence to be executed before any instruction of the rectangular space establishes our loop invariant. Reused operands are read from registers and kept in registers for reuse during subsequent iterations. Therefore, this sequence has to fetch operands used within but not generated by computations of the rectangular space.
Generating code for rectangular subspaces: To emit correct and efficient code for rectangular subspaces, the compiler has to obey several restrictions imposed by our technique. In general, d'ata is reused in the parallel (spatial) as well as in the surrounding sequential (temporal) domain. Unfortunately, the cluster processing the lower border of the rectangular subspace not only has to perform the instructions resulting from operations belonging to the loop body, but also has to fetch operands from memory. Therefore, this cluster has to execute additional instructions for address calculation and fetching of reused operands. The remaining clusters do not issue load instructions, they receive these operands using more efficient communication instructions not involving the memory interface. Due to the difference in execution time, most clusters waste cycles waiting for few clusters driven by longer instruction sequences.
To solve this problem, we apply a technique of load balancing to the so far transformed nest and achieve an uniform load distribution. The idea is to move load instructions for operand fetching in a round-robin manner through available clusters. This is easily accomplished using the loop-rotation transformation described in [Wol90] . It is applicable without any inspection of dependence vectors, because the rotated loop is known to be free of dependences. Fig. 13 shows the application of rotation to our example. In each sequential iteration a different cluster now performs the additional load instructions. To generate code without any branches, we need Fig. 13 . Rotating the cluster assignment for even load balance to unroll lcm(c, Isl) sequential iterations, where tsl denotes the shift of the rotation. If each cluster processes iterations belonging to the border, there is an optimal load balance between all clusters. Their instruction sequences do not differ, they just access different memory locations which leads to an overall shorter execution time for the sequential domain. Since rotation is possible for different directions and values, a procedure determining these values on the basis of the so far transformed loop nest is required.
Given the dependence matrix, we have to select the direction and step value for the rotation, i. e. we have to find a vector rro, E :7/'~ optimizing load balance and transport latency. Two aspects are of interest here: minimizing the number of values to move and minimizing the delay incurred by communication. The instruction reusing a value produced in a previous iteration will block and prevent all dependent instructions from execution as long as the desired value is not provided. Therefore we place the generation and use of the value having the least amount of time to travel from source to destination on the same cluster. Using this heuristic, we favour the localization of time critical communications over the minimization of inter cluster data exchange.
The product rro~' d = s denotes the distance and direction a reused operand has to move to its destination. The generated value is the result of a root node in the DAG representing the assignment in question. We search for a vector rro~ placing the critical communication onto one cluster. Employing our assignment function (1), we have to assure C(i) = C(j) for involved iterations. The critical communication satisfies use(dr -gen(dcri~) = rain. The difference use -gen provides the level distance in the operation dependency graph resulting from expressions used within the loop body. Now vector trot must solve the equation trot 9 dcrit = 0, obeying the restriction rn-1 ~ 0Arj = 0 Vj E {1,...,n-2}. reasoning. The rotation is chosen, such that the most time critical iteration reusing B is mapped onto the same cluster as the generating iteration. For this example we have rro~ --(1,-1) and localize the generation of B[I] [J] and reuse in B[I][J -1] from the original loop nest given in Fig. 7 .
Preliminary Results and Conclusions
We have presented a loop transformation technique to optimize VLIW performance of nested loops. The result of these transformations is used as input to a conventional software pipelining VLIW code generator. We evaluated the proposed transformation technique using an experimental VLIW compilation environment [Pfa92]. The machine model we used is a 3-cluster VLIW architecture similar to the one depicted in Fig. 1 . The input programs were "matrix" (a matrix * vector multiplication), "convolution" (a convolution loop), "horner" (polynomial evaluation), and "sor" (successive over-relaxation). Fig. 15 shows our preliminary results. It compares the length of the initiation interval II determined by the software pipetining scheduler for both the original and the transformed program loops. If we neglect the execution time of the prologue and epilogue code of the software pipeline, this length is equivalent to the execution time (in machine cycles) for the 10op body. In the original program this loop body covers exactly one iteration point. The transformed loop body covered 9 iteration points for each of our input programs. Due to the impressive speedups and the fact that the proposed techniques apply to a large subset of loop programs, we expect our algorithm to work very well in the average case. Nevertheless, several questions remain open for further research -Can the VLIW performance be further increased by a more flexible functional unit assignment strategy, e.g. by spreading iteration points across clusters ("oneto-many mapping")? -How do the proposed transformation techniques interact with other well-known loop techniques such as reordering and distribution? -How can non-clustered VLIW and superscalar architectures benefit from the proposed or similar loop transformations?
